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The art of mosaic making is well documented from earliest times, and many good examples survive. In The Art of
Decorative Mosaics, Elaine M. Goodwin, a mosaic artist of international standing, describes the tools, materials,
techniques, and methods needed, so that readers can create their own mosaics with confidence and understanding.

Blog Custom floor using marble mosaic Showcase Mosaics Mosaic is an art form dating back to ancient times.
It involves placing small pieces of pebble, stone, shell, tile, glass or other material called tesserae together to
form a pattern. The designs may be abstract or representational. Many of the methods and techniques of
thousands of years ago are still used today. Some of the earliest forms of mosaic art date back to the
Sumerians around 3, BC. This would be in what was Mesopotamia â€” around the Euphrates River and
modern day Iraq. These early mosaics were used to decorate walls. They would take clay cones and push them
into mud walls. The different colors, on the bottom of the cones, were then used to create various patterns. By
BC the Greeks were producing mosaic floors. They would gather pebbles, smoothed by water, and use the
varying shades and shapes to create wonderful geometric patterns. From there they moved to creating more
representational mosaics and introducing more colors and shading. They also moved, from only using water
smoothed pebbles, to stones and colored glass. Plus they began making the tesserae of more regular size for
ease of use. Around the third century BC the Greek mosaic artists began doing more figural work. With
mythological subjects or hunting and other scenes depicting pursuits of the wealthy were common. Mosaic art
continued to flourish in Roman times. There are many sites in Europe today that still have examples of mosaic
floors from Roman times. This is a testament to the durability of the material and the art. Romans also used
decorative mosaics for walls, fountains and more. Smaller tesserae, more colors and more shades were also
introduced during this period. The Romans continued with the same general design and subject matter of the
Greeks. During this time there were 2 basic methods of creating mosaics. The first, opus vermiculatum, used
small tesserae, usually cubes of 4mm or less, and were produced in workshops, glued lightly to a temporary
surface and then transported to the site and installed. The more common method, opus tessellatum, used larger
tesserae and would be laid on site. With the rise of Christianity there was an explosion in mosaic art.
Christians adapted the wall and ceiling mosaic forms for use in churches. Many of their images were
representative style and mostly of a religious theme. They would often use expensive materials, such as gold
and gems, to inspire their worshippers. Many of these mosaics are still in existence and viewable by the public
in European churches. During the Renaissance mosaics, as an art form waned when painting became a more
popular art form. This photo of incredible mosaic art in the Palatine Chapel shows a beautiful example of
mosaics in the early Christian church. The palace itself is gone, but the chapel was saved and has been
incorporated into Aachen Cathedral. Mosaics are not only found in Europe. In the Middle East they are found
in both the Jewish and Muslim cultures. Jewish synagogues were decorated with classical floor mosaics. They
used geometric patterns, biblical scenes and other images. In South Arabia sites have been found with mosaic
work dating back to the 3rd century. Their mosaics were of incredible geometric patterns and shading. They
were used on floors, walls and on furniture. Mosaics have also been found in several Latin America cultures.
They used turquoise, other stones and precious metals. These were small pictures using very small pieces of
tesserae. They usually depicted scenes in Europe, were very detailed and contained several thousand tesserae
per square inch. Tesserae are applied face-down to a backing paper using an adhesive. This is done in the
studio, and then the completed piece is transported to the installation site. Here it is adhered to the final site
and the backing paper is removed from the face. Today mosaics are still a popular art form. They are used in
kitchen glass tile mosaic backsplashes, craft projects, garden art, as fine art, sculpture, park benches and also
in public art. With mosaics you can create beautiful art work that is durable and low maintenance.
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The art of mosaic making is well documented from earliest times, and many good examples survive. Elaine M. Goodwin,
a mosaic artist of international standing, describes the tools, materials, techniques, and methods needed, so that
readers can create their own mosaics with confidence and understanding.

Byzantine church interiors were generally covered with golden mosaics. Mosaic art flourished in the
Byzantine Empire from the 6th to the 15th centuries. The majority of Byzantine mosaics were destroyed
without trace during wars and conquests, but the surviving remains still form a fine collection. The figures,
animals, plants all are entirely classical but they are scattered before a plain background. The portrait of a
moustached man, probably a Gothic chieftain, is considered the most important surviving mosaic of the
Justinianian age. Some fragments survive from the mosaics of this vaulted room. The vine scroll motifs are
very similar to those in the Santa Constanza and they still closely follow the Classical tradition. There are
remains of floral decoration in the Church of the Acheiropoietos in Thessaloniki 5thâ€”6th centuries. A preIconoclastic depiction of St. Demetrios at the Hagios Demetrios Basilica in Thessaloniki. In the 6th century,
Ravenna , the capital of Byzantine Italy, became the center of mosaic making. Istria also boasts some
important examples from this era. The Euphrasian Basilica in Parentium was built in the middle of the 6th
century and decorated with mosaics depicting the Theotokos flanked by angels and saints. These pieces were
made during the 6th century by artists from Constantinople. Their pure Byzantine style is different from the
contemporary Ravennate mosaics. Very few early Byzantine mosaics survived the Iconoclastic destruction of
the 8th century. Nine mosaic panels in the Hagios Demetrios Church , which were made between and , also
escaped destruction. Unusually almost all represent Saint Demetrius of Thessaloniki , often with suppliants
before him. In the Iconoclastic era , figural mosaics were also condemned as idolatry. The Iconoclastic
churches were embellished with plain gold mosaics with only one great cross in the apse like the Hagia Irene
in Constantinople after The crosses were substituted with the image of the Theotokos in both churches after
the victory of the Iconodules â€” and in 8thâ€”9th centuries respectively, the Dormition church was totally
destroyed in A similar Theotokos image flanked by two archangels were made for the Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople in The dedication inscription says: The post-Iconoclastic era was the heyday of Byzantine art
with the most beautiful mosaics executed. The mosaics of the Macedonian Renaissance â€” carefully mingled
traditionalism with innovation. Not only this prototype was later totally destroyed but each surviving
composition is battered so it is necessary to move from church to church to reconstruct the system. An
interesting set of Macedonian-era mosaics make up the decoration of the Hosios Loukas Monastery. The
scenes are treated with a minimum of detail and the panels are dominated with the gold setting. In comparison
with Osios Loukas Nea Moni mosaics contain more figures, detail, landscape and setting. Another great
undertaking by Constantine Monomachos was the restoration of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem between and Nothing survived of the mosaics which covered the walls and the dome of the edifice
but the Russian abbot Daniel, who visited Jerusalem in â€” left a description: The altar is surmounted by a
mosaic image of Christ. In the main altar one can see the mosaic of the Exaltation of Adam. In the apse the
Ascension of Christ. The Annunciation occupies the two pillars next to the altar. The 9th- and 10th-century
mosaics of the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople are truly classical Byzantine artworks. The north and south
tympana beneath the dome was decorated with figures of prophets, saints and patriarchs. Above the principal
door from the narthex we can see an Emperor kneeling before Christ late 9th or early 10th century. Above the
door from the southwest vestibule to the narthex another mosaic shows the Theotokos with Justinian and
Constantine. Justinian I is offering the model of the church to Mary while Constantine is holding a model of
the city in his hand. Both emperors are beardless â€” this is an example for conscious archaization as
contemporary Byzantine rulers were bearded. The emperor gives a bulging money sack to Christ as a donation
for the church. The composition resembles the great baptistries in Ravenna , with apostles standing between
palms and Christ in the middle. The scheme is somewhat unusual as the standard post-Iconoclastic formula for
domes contained only the image of the Pantokrator. The empress with her long braided hair and rosy cheeks is
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especially capturing. It must be a lifelike portrayal because Eirene was really a redhead as her original
Hungarian name, Piroska shows. The adjacent portrait of Emperor Alexios I Komnenos on a pier from is
similarly personal. The imperial mausoleum of the Komnenos dynasty, the Pantokrator Monastery was
certainly decorated with great mosaics but these were later destroyed. The lack of Komnenian mosaics outside
the capital is even more apparent. There is only a "Communion of the Apostles" in the apse of the cathedral of
Serres. A striking technical innovation of the Komnenian period was the production of very precious,
miniature mosaic icons. These products of extraordinary craftmanship were intended for private devotion. The
Louvre Transfiguration is a very fine example from the late 12th century. The miniature mosaic of Christ in
the Museo Nazionale at Florence illustrates the more gentle, humanistic conception of Christ which appeared
in the 12th century. The sack of Constantinople in caused the decline of mosaic art for the next five decades.
This huge mosaic panel with figures two and a half times lifesize is really overwhelming due to its grand scale
and superlative craftsmanship. The Pammakaristos Monastery was restored by Michael Glabas , an imperial
official, in the late 13th century. Only the mosaic decoration of the small burial chapel parekklesion of Glabas
survived. This domed chapel was built by his widow, Martha around â€” In the miniature dome the traditional
Pantokrator can be seen with twelve prophets beneath. Unusually the apse is decorated with a Deesis ,
probably due to the funerary function of the chapel. The Church of the Holy Apostles in Thessaloniki was
built in â€” Although some vandal systematically removed the gold tesserae of the background it can be seen
that the Pantokrator and the prophets in the dome follow the traditional Byzantine pattern. Many details are
similar to the Pammakaristos mosaics so it is supposed that the same team of mosaicists worked in both
buildings. Another building with a related mosaic decoration is the Theotokos Paregoritissa Church in Arta.
The church was established by the Despot of Epirus in â€” In the dome is the traditional stern Pantokrator,
with prophets and cherubim below. Mosaic of Theodore Metochites offering the Chora Church to Christ The
greatest mosaic work of the Palaeologan renaissance in art is the decoration of the Chora Church in
Constantinople. Although the mosaics of the naos have not survived except three panels, the decoration of the
exonarthex and the esonarthex constitute the most important full-scale mosaic cycle in Constantinople after
the Hagia Sophia. They were executed around by the command of Theodore Metochites. The esonarthex has
two fluted domes, specially created to provide the ideal setting for the mosaic images of the ancestors of
Christ. The southern one is called the Dome of the Pantokrator while the northern one is the Dome of the
Theotokos. The most important panel of the esonarthex depicts Theodore Metochites wearing a huge turban ,
offering the model of the church to Christ. The walls of both narthexes are decorated with mosaic cycles from
the life of the Virgin and the life of Christ. These panels show the influence of the Italian trecento on
Byzantine art especially the more natural settings, landscapes, figures. The last Byzantine mosaic work was
created for the Hagia Sophia, Constantinople in the middle of the 14th century. The great eastern arch of the
cathedral collapsed in , bringing down the third of the main dome. By not only the big Pantokrator image was
restored but new mosaics were set on the eastern arch depicting the Theotokos, the Baptist and Emperor John
V Palaiologos discovered only in In addition to the large-scale monuments several miniature mosaic icons of
outstanding quality was produced for the Palaiologos court and nobles. The loveliest examples from the 14th
century are Annunciation in the Victoria and Albert Museum and a mosaic diptych in the Cathedral Treasury
of Florence representing the Twelve Feasts of the Church. In the troubled years of the 15th century the fatally
weakened empire could not afford luxurious mosaics. Churches were decorated with wall-paintings in this era
and after the Turkish conquest. Rome in the High Middle Ages[ edit ] Apse mosaic in the Santa Maria
Maggiore The last great period of Roman mosaic art was the 12thâ€”13th century when Rome developed its
own distinctive artistic style, free from the strict rules of eastern tradition and with a more realistic portrayal of
figures in the space. The beautiful apse mosaic of Santa Maria in Trastevere depicts Christ and Mary sitting
next to each other on the heavenly throne, the first example of this iconographic scheme. It is a work of Jacopo
Torriti from The mosaics of Torriti and Jacopo da Camerino in the apse of San Giovanni in Laterano from
â€”94 were thoroughly restored in The apse mosaic of San Crisogono is attributed to Pietro Cavallini , the
greatest Roman painter of the 13th century. Six scenes from the life of Mary in Santa Maria in Trastevere were
also executed by Cavallini in These mosaics are praised for their realistic portrayal and attempts at
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perspective. There is an interesting mosaic medaillon from above the gate of the church of San Tommaso in
Formis showing Christ enthroned between a white and a black slave. The church belonged to the Order of the
Trinitarians which was devoted to ransoming Christian slaves. The great Navicella mosaic â€” in the atrium of
the Old St. The giant mosaic, commissioned by Cardinal Jacopo Stefaneschi , was originally situated on the
eastern porch of the old basilica and occupied the whole wall above the entrance arcade facing the courtyard.
Peter walking on the waters. This extraordinary work was mainly destroyed during the construction of the new
St. Navicella means "little ship" referring to the large boat which dominated the scene, and whose sail, filled
by the storm, loomed over the horizon. Such a natural representation of a seascape was known only from
ancient works of art.
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The art of mosaic making is well documented from earliest times, and many good examples survive. This work
describes the tools, materials, techniques and methods needed, to help readers create their.

The basis of Byzantine art is a fundamental artistic attitude held by the Byzantine Greeks who, like their
ancient Greek predecessors, "were never satisfied with a play of forms alone, but stimulated by an innate
rationalism, endowed forms with life by associating them with a meaningful content. If classical art was
marked by the attempt to create representations that mimicked reality as closely as possible, Byzantine art
seems to have abandoned this attempt in favor of a more symbolic approach. The Ethiopian Saint Arethas
depicted in traditional Byzantine style 10th century The nature and causes of this transformation, which
largely took place during late antiquity , have been a subject of scholarly debate for centuries. Although this
point of view has been occasionally revived, most notably by Bernard Berenson , [9] modern scholars tend to
take a more positive view of the Byzantine aesthetic. Alois Riegl and Josef Strzygowski , writing in the early
20th century, were above all responsible for the revaluation of late antique art. Notable recent contributions to
the debate include those of Ernst Kitzinger , [11] who traced a "dialectic" between "abstract" and "Hellenistic"
tendencies in late antiquity, and John Onians , [12] who saw an "increase in visual response" in late antiquity,
through which a viewer "could look at something which was in twentieth-century terms purely abstract and
find it representational. As Cyril Mango has observed, "our own appreciation of Byzantine art stems largely
from the fact that this art is not naturalistic; yet the Byzantines themselves, judging by their extant statements,
regarded it as being highly naturalistic and as being directly in the tradition of Phidias , Apelles , and Zeuxis.
The subject matter of monumental Byzantine art was primarily religious and imperial: These preoccupations
are partly a result of the pious and autocratic nature of Byzantine society, and partly a result of its economic
structure: Religious art was not, however, limited to the monumental decoration of church interiors. One of the
most important genres of Byzantine art was the icon , an image of Christ, the Virgin, or a saint, used as an
object of veneration in Orthodox churches and private homes alike. Icons were more religious than aesthetic in
nature: The most commonly illustrated texts were religious, both scripture itself particularly the Psalms and
devotional or theological texts such as the Ladder of Divine Ascent of John Climacus or the homilies of
Gregory of Nazianzus. Secular texts were also illuminated: The Byzantines inherited the Early Christian
distrust of monumental sculpture in religious art, and produced only reliefs , of which very few survivals are
anything like life-size, in sharp contrast to the medieval art of the West, where monumental sculpture revived
from Carolingian art onwards. Small ivories were also mostly in relief. The so-called "minor arts" were very
important in Byzantine art and luxury items, including ivories carved in relief as formal presentation Consular
diptychs or caskets such as the Veroli casket , hardstone carvings , enamels , glass , jewelry, metalwork, and
figured silks were produced in large quantities throughout the Byzantine era. Many of these were religious in
nature, although a large number of objects with secular or non-representational decoration were produced:
Byzantine ceramics were relatively crude, as pottery was never used at the tables of the rich, who ate off
Byzantine silver. Interior of the Rotunda of St. George , Thessaloniki , with remnants of the mosaics
Byzantine art and architecture is divided into four periods by convention: The term post-Byzantine is then
used for later years, whereas "Neo-Byzantine" is used for art and architecture from the 19th century onwards,
when the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire prompted a renewed appreciation of Byzantium by artists and
historians alike. Early Byzantine art[ edit ] Leaf from an ivory diptych of Areobindus Dagalaiphus Areobindus
, consul in Constantinople, First, the Edict of Milan , issued by the emperors Constantine I and Licinius in ,
allowed for public Christian worship, and led to the development of a monumental, Christian art. Second, the
dedication of Constantinople in created a great new artistic centre for the eastern half of the Empire, and a
specifically Christian one. Other artistic traditions flourished in rival cities such as Alexandria , Antioch , and
Rome , but it was not until all of these cities had fallen - the first two to the Arabs and Rome to the Goths that Constantinople established its supremacy. Constantine devoted great effort to the decoration of
Constantinople, adorning its public spaces with ancient statuary, [15] and building a forum dominated by a
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porphyry column that carried a statue of himself. The most important surviving monument of this period is the
obelisk and base erected by Theodosius in the Hippodrome [18] which, with the large silver dish called the
Missorium of Theodosius I , represents the classic examples of what is sometimes called the "Theodosian
Renaissance". The earliest surviving church in Constantinople is the Basilica of St. John at the Stoudios
Monastery, built in the fifth century. Due to subsequent rebuilding and destruction, relatively few
Constantinopolitan monuments of this early period survive. However, the development of monumental early
Byzantine art can still be traced through surviving structures in other cities. Classical authors, including Virgil
represented by the Vergilius Vaticanus [22] and the Vergilius Romanus [23] and Homer represented by the
Ambrosian Iliad , were illustrated with narrative paintings. Illuminated biblical manuscripts of this period
survive only in fragments: Archangel ivory of the early 6th century from Constantinople Significant changes
in Byzantine art coincided with the reign of Justinian I â€” Justinian devoted much of his reign to
reconquering Italy, North Africa and Spain. He also laid the foundations of the imperial absolutism of the
Byzantine state, codifying its laws and imposing his religious views on all his subjects by law. The decoration
of San Vitale includes important mosaics of Justinian and his empress, Theodora , although neither ever
visited the church. The eastern provinces of the Eastern Roman and later the Byzantine Empires inherited a
strong artistic tradition from the Late Antiquity. Christian mosaic art flourished in this area from the 4th
century onwards. The tradition of making mosaics was carried on in the Umayyad era until the end of the 8th
century. The first fully preserved illuminated biblical manuscripts date to the first half of the sixth century,
most notably the Vienna Genesis , [38] the Rossano Gospels , [39] and the Sinope Gospels. Seventh-century
crisis[ edit ] Mosaic from the church of Hagios Demetrios in Thessaloniki , late 7th or early 8th century,
showing St. Constantinople was also wracked by religious and political conflict. The church of Hagios
Demetrios in Thessaloniki was rebuilt after a fire in the mid-seventh century. The new sections include
mosaics executed in a remarkably abstract style. The veneration of acheiropoieta , or holy images "not made
by human hands," became a significant phenomenon, and in some instances these images were credited with
saving cities from military assault. By the end of the seventh century, certain images of saints had come to be
viewed as "windows" through which one could communicate with the figure depicted. Proskynesis before
images is also attested in texts from the late seventh century. These developments mark the beginnings of a
theology of icons. Three canons of the Quinisext Council of addressed controversies in this area: Crisis of
iconoclasm[ edit ] Main article: Byzantine iconoclasm Helios in his chariot, surrounded by symbols of the
months and of the zodiac. The Council of Hieria , convened under Constantine in , proscribed the manufacture
of icons of Christ. This inaugurated the Iconoclastic period , which lasted, with interruptions, until While
iconoclasm severely restricted the role of religious art, and led to the removal of some earlier apse mosaics and
possibly the sporadic destruction of portable icons, it never constituted a total ban on the production of figural
art. Ample literary sources indicate that secular art i. The interior of Hagia Eirene, which is dominated by a
large mosaic cross in the apse, is one of the best-preserved examples of iconoclastic church decoration.
Particularly important in this regard are the original mosaics of the Palatine Chapel in Aachen since either
destroyed or heavily restored and the frescoes in the Church of Maria foris portas in Castelseprio.
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[PDF]Free The Art Of Decorative Mosaics download Book The Art Of Decorative www.nxgvision.com Mosaic Wikipedia Fri, 19 Oct GMT A mosaic is a piece of art or image made from the assembling of small pieces of colored
glass, stone, or other www.nxgvision.com is.

For details of differing types of visual and fine arts, see: How to Create Different Types of Mosaic? There are
three main ways of constructing mosaics: The direct method of mosaic-building involves affixing the
individual tesserae directly onto the surface of the chosen support. Preliminary drawings may be made
beforehand on the area to be decorated. The direct method was a popular approach used by traditional artists in
the completion of many famous European wall and ceiling mosaics. It is also used in conjunction with the
surfaces of three-dimensional objects, such as vases. One disadvantage of the direct method is that the
mosaicist must work at the site to be decorated, which may not be feasible for any length of time. A modern
improvement involves the use of a fiberglass mesh. The indirect method of mosaic creation, customarily
employed for large-scale commissions with repetitive design elements, requires the components glass, tiles etc
to be affixed face-down onto a sticky backing. Later, they are transferred to their final destination. The
advantage of this approach is that it gives the artist the opportunity to rework areas. The double indirect
method is like the indirect method with an extra stage. Instead of tiles being placed face-down onto sticky
backing, they are placed face-up. This allows the mosaicist to see the pattern being created. Once the mosaic is
finished, another layer of sticky backing is applied onto the top of it. Then the original layer is peeled off. The
mosaic can then be transferred to its final resting place, as in the indirect method 2. Mosaic differs from inlay
in that its component tesserae are applied to a recess just below the surface to be decorated. Each piece of
mosaic is small and it is only when the piece forms part of an overall design that it acquires decorative
significance. These programs may be employed by individual craftsmen, or by robotic manufacturing systems.
In order to speed up the mosaic making process, eliminate errors and reduce costs, mosaics are now being
assembled by computer-driven robots, rather than by hand. Production can be 10 times faster with fewer
errors. Creative Attributes of Mosaic Art Mosaic as an art form is closest to painting: Also, both mosaic and
painting are suitable for large-scale surface decoration. However, unlike the painter, the mosaicist is limited in
his colour-palette, by his choice of materials. Thus it is extremely difficult to achieve the same tonal variation
of light and shadow as can be attained by using say oil paint, whose colour spectrum is enormous. Even so,
mosaic art has attributes that render it more effective for distance effects. This pebble technique, used for both
pavements and walls, was later greatly refined by Greek craftsmen during the 5th century. They were able to
create intricate designs, using pebbles between one and two centimetres in diameter. Outlines were created
with tiny black pebbles, and by the 4th century, coloured stones painted red and green were added for greater
variety, helping Greek artists to produce complex geometric patterns as well as detailed scenes of people and
animals. Stone Floors Throughout classical antiquity , mosaic remained first and foremost a technique used for
decorating pavements or floors where durability was a paramount priority. Stone, particularly limestone and
marble, was ideally suited for this purpose. It could be cut into tiny chunks and its natural hue s provided an
adequate basic range of colours for most pictorial designs. First, they began using glass as well as stone. Glass
could be manufactured in almost any hue or shade, thus greatly extending the range of colour available to the
artist. By the end of the 3rd Century BCE, small factories had sprung up to manufacture special mosaic pieces
tesserae offering enough extra detail to enable mosaicists to imitate paintings. And while glass was not as
suitable as stone for pavements and floors, its lightness made it ideal for wall mosaic where decorative quality
was more important than durability. Roman Mosaics Greek craftsmen were recruited in large numbers by
Rome after Greece declined, although the Romans employed mosaic mainly for the floors of domestic
buildings. Outstanding examples have survived from Herculaneun, Pompeii, and Ostia. Mosaic designs during
the Roman period - typically devoted to scenes celebrating gods, domestic themes and geometric patternwork
- were executed throughout the Roman Empire, but skill levels were not maintained. Mosaics made in
Northern Gaul or Roman Britain, for instance, were noticeably more primitive than Italian and Greek
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examples. See also Roman Art. Glass Walls During the era of early Christian art c. See also Russian Medieval
Painting. It was also during the Early Christian period, that artists first produced gold and silver glass tesserae,
by applying metallic foil to the backs of glass pieces. This type of "mirror glass" led to an even greater
intensity of light. Byzantine Mosaics With the fall of Rome, Byzantium Constantinople became the centre of
Christianity, and attracted huge numbers of Roman and Greek craftsmen, including mosaicists. Indeed, during
this period, mosaic achieved new heights of creativity and technique, becoming an important feature of
Byzantine architecture. New glass tesserae smalti were manufactured from thick sheets of coloured glass. The
smalti were left ungrouted, so extra light was refracted within the glass. Also, in the 6th century, Byzantine
mosaicists developed a method of setting glass tesserae into the adhesive mortar at a sharp angle, in order to
reflect even greater light. These enhancements led to the creation of the great shimmering mosaics of the
Byzantine period. The finest Byzantine mosaics were mostly Biblical art created for churches and mosques in
Constantinople, such as the Hagia Sophia, and for buildings throughout the Byzantine Empire. Christian Art,
Byzantine Period. Notable examples include those created at Daphni near Athens 11th century ; in the
cathedral of Ravenna and in its churches of S. Apollinaire Nuovo and S. For other forms of medieval
decoration, see: Islamic Mosaics Meantime, from the 8th century onwards, Islamic artists began incorporating
mosaics into the decorative schemes of their mosques. Mosaic was an ideal form of decoration for Islamic art ,
which banned figurative imagery from its religious buildings, focusing instead on abstract or geometric
designs. Employing stone, glass and ceramic tesserae, these Moorish mosaics can be seen at the Great Mosque
at Cordoba and the Alhambra Palace in Granada. Mosaics continued to be a feature of Romanesque art and
Gothic architecture , albeit in a lesser manner. Superceded by Fresco Murals With the advent of Renaissance
art c. The Gothic Revival in architecture was an important influence as were developments in the Venetian
glass industry. Mosaic production was also stimulated by the Art Nouveau movement: An interesting
modern-day mosaic is the half-size mosaic of the Bayeux Tapestry which was created in by Michael Linton. It
is currently on public display in Geraldine, New Zealand.
Chapter 5 : 25 Amazing Mosaic Art - Decorative Art
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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Mosaic Art is the decorative art of making pictures and patterns on a floor by way of joining small coloured pieces of
glass, marble or different substances in a bed.

Chapter 7 : LithoMosaic: The Art and Science of Decorative Concrete | Concrete Decor
Mosaics have been a popular art form in several cultures around the world. The earliest known mosaics were found in a
Mesopotamian temple dating back to the 3rd millennium BC. Made up of ivory, seashells, and stones, these decorative,
abstract pieces laid the groundwork for mosaics made thousands of years later in Ancient Greece and the Roman.
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A mosaic is a piece of art or image made from the assembling of small pieces of colored glass, stone, or other
www.nxgvision.com is often used in decorative art or as interior decoration.

Chapter 9 : The Art of Decorative Mosaics by Elaine M. Goodwin
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Mosaics are often used in interior designs or decorative art because of their uniqueness. The small pieces of glass or
stone are often of different colors, known as tesserae, which add depth and dimension to the mosaic art.
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